
Meeting The Minister of Culture and Sport & The Federation of Museums and Art 
Galleries of Wales 

 

Date Thursday 24th October 2013, Ty Hwyel , Cardiff, 16:00 – 17:00. 

 

Present John Griffiths (Minister), Rachael Rogers (RR), John Marjoram (JM), Arran Rees 
(AR), Ann Mansell (AM), Carol Whittaker (CW). 

 

Apologies N/A 

 

 

Item  

1 Welcome and introductions 

 
 
 

 
The Minister welcomed us and said he felt a better understanding of government policy 
should be easier to attain in Wales. 
 
RR commented that that was what the Federation was all about, that it was re-branded as 
an advocacy organisation for museums in Wales. 
 

2 Update on Federation work supporting museums in Wales (including advocacy) 

 
 
 
 

 
RR – The Strategy is very important in Wales and the Federation plays a key role in rolling 
out the strategy to museums. Involved in training, grant giving, sector conferences and 
advocacy. 
 
The Minister commented that he is very interested in the advocacy role – He has been 
fighting for culture and in the draft budget it has come away a lot better than originally 
expected. It will still be difficult, but not as bad as in England. 
 
Understands that it is still worrying for Local Authority museums but Welsh Government 
have limited influence on how LA cuts are made. 
Minister asked how the Federation are advocating for LA museums. 
 
RR – Museums are unique in the way they can contribute to a number of local agendas 
through their work. The Federation is supporting museums in pushing themselves forward 
to their LAs. 
The Federation is trying to get the idea of working in different ways forward. 
JM – commented that working in partnerships is important too. 
 
Minister – Happy with that – Museums can sometimes be inward facing and need to push 
themselves forward more often. 
Standards are important too – need to show they are working to accredited standards. 
 
JM – new accreditation standard places more emphasis on community engagement which 
is good. 
  
RR – Income generation needs to be pushed too. Also social justice, but that is hard to 
push when under pressure to income generate. 
 
Minister – Though social justice can be argued to be of overriding importance. 
Kay Andrews’ work on child poverty will hopefully do a lot for that. 
 
Minister – Have you thought about raising your profile with articles in the press. Marketing 



campaign. 
 
JM – local press and local museums tend to have good relationships. It might be worth 
trying to do something with regional press as well as individual museums working with 
local press. 
 
Minister – It will get museums out in the public arena again – keeping them in the mind of 
LAs. 
 
RR – Federations in England don’t get the chance to meet with ministers – it can only 
make for a better sector. 
 
 
 

3 Heritage Bill 

  
JM – Previous minister was positive about promoting the importance of museums and that 
them not being in the Heritage Bill (HB) does not lessen their value. 
As far as the Federation sees it, it is not a HB but a Historic Environment Bill (HEB) and 
as that it is very good. 
There has been confusion and has been called both a HB and HEB by CADW. 
 
Minister – Not everything needs legislation attached to it. 
 
RR – It is about semantics – Museums should be in a HB, if the title was changed then it 
would not be a problem. Either that or we have a bigger conversation about how 
museums can be included. 
 
JM – brought up the idea of museums being statutory. 
 
Minister – That hasn’t changed the problems libraries are facing at the moment. 
 
JM – The value of museums does needs to be considered officially. 
Official recognition higher up would be idea for museums right now.  
 

4 Museum Strategy for Wales 

  
RR opened the discussion by saying that the Strategy had been very good for the 
Federation and that she hoped they would continue to be involved in its next iteration. 
Minister – agreed. 
 
RR commented that it was actually a practical document. 
JM added that it was also rightfully ambitious. 
 

5 The Value of Museums to Welsh culture, regeneration and local economy 

  
JM – Heritage attractions struggling as well as museums. Recently CADW took over a 
heritage attraction in Gwynedd.  
We understand Welsh Government doesn’t and wouldn’t take over museums, but more 
needs to be done about sustainability in future funding. 
People are still visiting museums and heritage attractions, but not spending whilst they are 
there. 
 
Minister – Realistic and sustainable business plans are needed – perhaps we don’t share 



our experiences as much as we should. Welsh Government’s role on this should be 
support and advice. 
 
CW – That is where CyMAL and standards come in. 
AM – Sustainability now addressed in the accreditation standard. 
 
RR – Museums can engage with local businesses – in Abergavenny and Chepstow 
museums there have been fashion events with local shops. 
Closer relationships with businesses could lead to future sponsorship. It will happen on a 
very small scale at first, but proves museums worth. 
 
Minister – Pop-up museums could be an obvious benefit. It increases footfall and gets in 
different audiences. 
 
JM – Innovation in austerity is the theme of the 2014 conference. 
 
Minister – Very happy to address the conference. It should be interesting in March as that 
month has the end of the old financial year and the start of the new.  
 

6 Sustainability of tackling poverty despite cuts 

  
RR – That opens us the discussions of what can museums do. 
JM – LA and National Museums all free  - excellent in terms of child poverty. 
 
RR – However, it is always museums making the first move. Organisations don’t tend to 
come to museums to create projects. 
 
Minister – Hopefully Kay Andrews’ work will do more to encourage that too. 
Also take note of Dai Smith’s report on arts and schools. Commented that it would be 
useful for museums to engage with that. 
 
JM – cost of transport is an issue for schools using museums. There are also capacity 
issues – museums aren’t as numerous as libraries. 
 
Minister – Do we have a general sense of museum cuts yet? 
 
JM – Museums have been quite resistant to little salami slicing, but now LAs are looking 
at bigger cuts and taking their museums into trust status. 
Although the independent museum sector is quite large in Wales, a lot of the museums 
are supported by professional museum mentors who are staff in LA museums. 
It is important that we start to look to new ways of working and that LAs don’t just think 
they can go down the trust route. 
Getting rid of museum services would mean losing the collections and when the climate is 
better, the collections will still be gone. 
 
RR – We don’t even know the full scale of things yet. 
 
Minister – when the decisions are made it is difficult to go back – Museums need to be 
working now before decisions are made. 
 

7 Supporting volunteering in museums 

  
Minister – Volunteers are undervalued and under-sung. A lot of people don’t understand 
the scale of museum volunteers. 



 
RR – Narberth Museum is volunteer run and was a finalist in the Museum of the Year 
award. 
 
JM – Volunteer run museums could teach LA museums a thing or two sometimes. 
Although there is an ageing volunteer base we also have a lot of professional volunteers 
who want to be involved in their local community. 
 
Minister – Would like to see museum volunteers being nominated for St Davids awards in 
the future. 
Is there a lot of people who use museums for work experience? 
 
CW – Apprenticeships too. The Cardiff Story Museum has been nominated for an award 
for their apprenticeships. 
 

8 MA Conference 2014 

  
AR – The Museum Association conference in coming to Cardiff next year and we feel it 
would be good to do something that showcases Welsh heritage during the conference. 
Whether it is in the Senedd, Pierhead, or elsewhere. It would be great if we had WG 
backing with this. 
 
Minister – Very interested in doing that and will have conversions with CyMAL about how 
they can get involved. 
 

 


